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FiliAL REPORT, ON WROTHlIM FM AERIAL 

S'ummary 
, , 

Research Department Report No.E034, Serial No.lj48/l9 described 
the development, of the Wr0tham IiN aerial:up to.JulY 1948, while. the 
period between Julyand. October, 1948, was covered by Research Re.:;ort 
No.E034/2, Serial No.1948/36. This report summarises the conclusion 

. of the. wo~k. 

Apart frOm '~xperiments 'at Kingswood in January and' February, 1949, 
and from participation in the final tests at Wrotham, the BBC's 
contribution to the developm8nt during the period covered by this 
re'portwas restrict,ed to consul tatiO?l and advice. 

" Scheduled experimental transmi.ssions began on. July 17th, 1950; 
the performance of the, aerial has been satisfactory. 

1. Introduction 

: . TheWrotham mast, sho,~ in Fig.6, consists of a triangular 
support section'sunnounted by ,a cylindrical slot aerial, which contains 
32 slots in 8 st.acks. Provision has been made for the accommodation 
of, a' television aerial, which would bring the: overall height to 500 t , 

Al though ,the Sut,ton Coldfield mas t also includes a slotted cylindrical 
section, as will the masts at future television stations, FM feeders 
will not boinstalled·until required.; this'report applies therefore 
to Wrotham only. 

. , 

It was originally propqsed that up to three FM transmissions 
would:be radiated, each'with a'po:vver of 25.kW, on frequencies spaced 
2 MC/s apart,though in the first instance only two transmitters were 
to be installed. It was later decided to radiate one AM and one FM 
transmission with a frequency separation of 2,.4 Mc/s, in order to " 
carry out a comparison of the two systems of modulation, Details 
are as follows: - ' 



", 

FM: ... 91.4, Mc/s, 25 kW, .:!: 75 kc/speak deviation 

.AM':..j '9.3.8 MC/~j18 kY<' ( ~odulat~d carrier) 

It will be assumed that the reader .is familiar with~{o 
earlier, reports.:-

, . ' 

,E034., "Serial No.1948/19 flInterim Report on FM Aerial' fOr 
Wrotham and Sutton Coldfield". 

E0.34/2,Scrial No.1948/36 "Second Interim Report on Wr6tham 
FM Aerial and Sutton Coldfield 
·Television Aerial". . 

These describe the development of the aerial up to October, i~48; but 
for the reader's convenience a brief summar:r will be given be'f.ow. 

Experiments at Oxford up to the end of 1947 enabled :the mast 
structure and slot aerial to be specified. Further work was then 
carried out on the method of feeding, using a development of the 
folded slot prinCiple, and it was found possible to obtain a 
substantial improvement in banc.width by reactance compensation. At 
the :"time of these early experiments on folded slots, the details of 

. the mast were not known; the specification, having allowed 
,cons:i,derable. latitud.e, and it was not possible, to establish more 
than, thcoutlines of the design. Noattompt was made' at this stage 

,:to simulate a ,construction capable of handling high power. . 

The mast and aerial contractors were then selected. I At this 
stage the BBC agrevd to carry out further experiments on the single 
stack full-scale model, modified in order to conform to the 
contractor's de'tailed' design. " At the' same time, the aerial 

.contractor began to develop a coaxial distribution feeder system, 
assuming that each slot.would present tc it a resistive impedance 
of 140 ohms,. A full-scale four-stack model was under 'construction 
at the aerial contractor's works to enable the development of the' 
folded slots and the coaxial feeder system to be completed together. 
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The foregoing is a sunmaryof the development work up to 
, August 1948, which was describeq ln more detail in the Research 
,Department reports referred to earlier. 

2.Summary of Subs~gu~nt,'Developmcnt W~rk 

,Duringthe+ea~ly experirn.en~s descri1edin the first Interim 
Report, diffi9ul ty "vvas ,experiEmced 'in obt~ining a .sufficiently, high 
rate of chan[Sc.bf the'compensating reactance, with frequency, and it 
Was necessa:r-.f to construct the half-wave short-circuited stub in 
two quarter-wave sections, the section nearest to the short-circuit. 
being given a low Characteristic impeCtance (about .30 ohms) by , 
acopting a coaxial construction. When this arrangement was tested 
atKingswood,howevqr, it was found to result in over...cOInpensatfon, 
which was 'corrected by abandoning the coaxial stub and using a "IJ" 
diameter rod, approximately one half..:waveleng'lih long and earthect 
at: its end to the 1;lody of the aerial. The difference betw'een, the 
Oxford and the Kingswood results is thought to be ,due to the change 
in mechanical form between the original structure and the ~inal 
design. ' 

A report, on the KingswoQd experiments, ilcluding, details of 
the 'modificatio.ns found necessary, was forwarded, to the aerial 
contractor in March 1949., This concluded the, BBC's active 
contribution to the development work, tqoughadvice continued to 
be given frrnn time to time. 

Some de:l;.ay ein;:s:u..edat thi's stage, the aerial contractor 
decidin[~ to test, a new method of feeding the slots • Howeyer" it 
,was ,ev~ntually d,ecided,to rever~ to the method originally proposed, 
the new me thod no;t having proved :s1.lccessful at the t,ime. ' .. 

, , 

Measuroments on folded slots at the contractor's works 
confirmed .the rcsults obtained at Kingswood, apart f:r<?m small 
differ2hce's vvhich wero only to be expected in view of the form of 
the KingSwood model, a tw~lve sided wire ,netting structure. Two 
stacks (8 slots) of the aerial wore adjusted by August 1949, using 
improvised feeders, and pToL~ess thereafter was limited only by the 
construction of the final feeder system. 



As components of the final distribution feeders we,re. delivered 
from the con tractor I s works, they were "pre-plumbed", i. e! adjusted 
for the best possible match when connect'ed 'to' purely resistive loads 
of the correct imped8l1.ce, ,This technique, wh~chdepends upon , _ 
accurate moasuremmni, proved sUccessful, subsequent adjustments • 
being unnecessary, B.Y December 1949,wor,k on the aerial and 

" distri~ution feeders was complete, the 'four-stack full-sc~le model 
, had been matched, using'some c'f,the distribution feeders that we,re 
later'tobe'installed at Wrotham,'and the rem~ining distribution 
feeders had been tested with matched loads on'the ground. , 

'Installation atWrotham b~gan early in January 1950.. 'It was 
, found necessary to remove the climbinZ'ladder and re-route ,certain 
:Pyrotenaxcables'in order to eliminate'their'effect on the slot 
impedance; a further' four weeks were spent in obtaining the optimum 
degree of reactance compensation. Adjustments to the aerial were 
completed durine March, and the impedance measurements at. the centre 
bf, the eight stacks were checked and approved. ' . ' 

The main transmission line has not yet been mentioned because 
the BBC Research Department took no part in its development and was 
not in close touch with progress,. Installation and adjustment were 
complete by the end of March, a;nd tests were then carril':)dout; in 
the absence of the filter, AM and FM transmissions could not be 
radiated simultaneously. I . , 

The last part Of the aerial and feeder system to be ready was 
the ccmbining fH ter, which Was installed!"aiid adjusted by ,JUne 8th, 

,1950;. it was thEm possible to radiate AM and FM transmissions 
siinul tane'ously. " Overheating on some 'parts' of the main transmission 
line Was, noticed at this stage; the contractor'attri'buted this to 
certain brass parts which were later replaced by, copper-plated parts. 

'.' Regular'transmissions:commenceC!. on July 17th, 1950~, ,This date 
was not, 'as had been expected, determined by the completion ,of the 
aerial, foeQer Mc1 filters, but by that of the AM transmit,ter. 
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. 3. The. S'lot Aerial 

'3. it; General; 

]j'ig.1 .shows. the final arrangement of the folded slot. in a 
simplified ,form~ .If the'. stacks are 'numbered 1 to' 8 f:rom' the top, 
tp,e figl~re will apply to any' slot in stacks i,. 2, '5, o~ 6; in 
stacks 3, 4., 7, and 8 the compensator roc1s run downwards from the 
slot centre,. instead of upwards as sho~. 4, 

According to the specification, the aerial was to be capable 
of aqjustr.lent for. operation in any band of. 4. MC/s lying between 
87.5 MC/s and 95 M</s, anc1 within this ,band. the standing wave ratio 
on the main ·transmission line was not to exceed 1.1:1. This 

'requireme~t 'cou.1d have been satisfied, but, the bandwidth would not 
h4ve eXGceded the stipulated 4. Mc/s, so that it would have been 
EG,Cessary to provic1eme,ans of controlling precise1y'thG position of 
this 4. ~Mc/s band "vi thin the' FM banc1 (87.5·": 95 MC/s).· In view of 
the incohvenicr),ce of continuously variable con'trnis, it wasa,sreed ' 
to allow ~he stan.ding wave rat~o. to 'r~seto 1.12.: 1~ thus increasing 
the bandw~dthto 5~ or 6 MC/Si '~nthis way provJ.:sJ.on Was made for 
operation in two alternative bands, 87.5 -' 93 Mc/s, an,d 89 - 95 MC/s. 
Since ,these. overlap by:.4. Mc/s, any 4. Mc/S ,band between 87.5 and 
95. MC/.3 .~"s ,inc1udeg. iT). one or the other. ' 

The resonant' frequency (i'. e.' the frequ~ncy corresponding to, 
maximum series resistance) was fOlUld to be lUlaffected by coupling 
between slots at different 1:eve1s, though markedly altered by 
coupling between slots. in the same stack. I!'or the lower band ' 
(87.5 ... 93 MC/s) it was necessary to 'lu:ad each 910t by two capacity 
plates; these were fitted at the centre of. the slot, but it is 
possible that a SITk'1.l1· improvement in bandwidth might have been 
obtained l)y placing them at a point .intermediate between the centre' 
and one ena. For the' upper band (89 - 95. MC/ s) only one plate ' 
was required, fitted on the same side as ,the strip feeder (on the 
right hand side in Fig.1). 
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The capaoity plates had been designed in accordance with 
resul ts obtained on the 4-stack mcdel at the contractor's works, 
but the resonant frequenoy at Wrotham was found,tcibeslightly 
higher, so that a small increase in capaci,ty was requir~d. A 
vertical brass strip; 1',' wide, was' accordingly. fitt'ed to the edge 
pf the right-hand. (:B'ig.l) capaoity plate, its length differing 
aooording to the frequency band.' The length also differed slightly 
fro]Il one stack to another. on account of small variations in the 
mast dimensi'ons G .' . 

3,2. The Strip Feeder 

. The theoretical 'properties of the folded s'lot as outlined in 
the First Iri'ter;i.mRepoTt were derived by imagining a: "floating" 
generator' to be 'oonnectedbetween ,the end'of the rod and the slot 
edge., . This idealised arrangement was simulated, in the early 
experiments on the full-soale model at OXford., Ly run:ning a thin 
o<?axial ,oable 'in oonte.ct with the inner 'surfaoe of the oylinder from 
a 'neutral point mid..:IJvay between two slots to the slot ef3.ge, where 
the inner oonductor vvas oonneoted to the end of the compensator rod. 
It was. found impracticable tore.-d.esign this arrangemen!t for high 
power, and. in its 'plaoe. use was made of a device which had been 
previously employed in small-s.cale model experiments., . The outer 
conductor of the transmission line wai0mitted, leaving the inner, ~ 
which then took the form of a' strip 2'1" ,wide, ruimin~ p,arallel to .. 
the inner surface of 'the oylinder and spaced about .24ft 'from it. 
The strip, which is seen in Fig,l, Was stiffened by a fin at the, 
rear (this a.e,tail' is omitted in the diagram). 

At each slot the end of t~leouter conductor of a coaxial 
transmission line is earthed to the screening bars, and the inner, 
passing through an insulator, is conne'cted to' the end of 'the strip 
feeder. For mechanical reasons· connected with the distribution 
feeders, this point of connection is displaced 6" from' the level 
of . the oentre of the slot. It was also convenient to displaoe the 
s trip feeder ,," from the central level' and ,take up the remaining 
3" by a short ve rtical section.· 



Experiments on small-scale mcdels cid shown that 'the 
unscreened strip feeder ','('auld exhibi t \l:ninte~tional coupling to 
the electric ancl magri~tic:'ields'of the slot; rendering an exact 
calculation of the input 'impedance impracticable. The 'principal 
effe6t of .the' stray ccup1ing was an apparent reducti,orl of the 

'input impedance of the slot, but this proved tq be unimportant, 
since ,the, strip feeder' i.vasa,boutone quarter-wavele:hgt~ long, ansl 
could, be used as a quarter-wave transformer. F~ ma;;Ching, the 
characteristic impedance was varied by adjustingth.e ,spacing 
between the s tr~p and the's ide of thebylinder. 

, ~ .. ' 

3.3. 'Screeninp; , 

The screening'of the square-section central portion of the 
mast by horizontal bars had been aec'ided upon before the decision 
to use folded slots" and it had two objects. 

(1) To raise 'the resonant frequency of the slots, so that they 
, would reso'natewhen ph;ysically three qu-arters of a wave ... 

length long. . 
" ' 

(2) To provide a relatively "dead" section inwhich,transmission 
lines could be mounted ,";i tho'.l.t ,affecting the'slot aerial. 

The current flowing in the cbmpen'satorrod was found to cause' a ' 
vertical electric field inside ,the mast,: and this was unaffe,bted by 
the horizontal screening ~ars.. J'he influence on the slot impedance 
of vertical structures, sD,ch as transmission lines fixed to the 
screening bars, was sogrea t that serious inequality between the 

'amplitudes and phases of t~efeeds to the slots would have resulted. 
Experiments indicated that 'the ~i~ternal fieldscould,be reduced 
,suffiCiently by bonding toge:th~r the six screening bars adjacent to 
each compensator rod at their inid-poi:r:ts, by means of a 6",Wide 
vertical metal s~rip. In the final d,esign it was fcund more 
convenient'to bond all bars together by means of four strips, each 

, 8.5' lorig, 
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In spite of the bonding strips, small variations of 
impedance were caused by intermittent contact between a set of 
Pyrotenax cables and the screenir:!g ,bars; the cables were 
accordingly move\l to the r-ear',of a. bonding strip, Further 
difficulty was occasioned byr esonance J.lJ. the ve nical ,21i , 

feeders, ,each. of which had, been '!?onCi.ed, to the screening bars, s,t 
points one half .. waY~lGngth ap~:t; .this waspvercome by an 
addi tional' bond, in the centre of each half-wave seotion. The 

,climbing lat:der, also earthed at appr.oximately half-vvave length 
intervals throughout its length, behaved in, a similar manner and , 
was removed. It will, however, ,be,sat;i.sfactory in future masts 
to bond the climbinG ladder at quarteJ;'-waveleng~h .;i.p.~ervals~ 

3 .4~Tes t Results 

Figs. 2 and 3 show the input admittance of the aerial, 
adjusted for the lower and upper banc<s respectively. This was 
measured. at the junction of the main transmission line;a.nd the 
distriln,ltion feeder system, but :1.8 referred in the figures to the 
2" T-junctions, eaoh of wh.i.oh supplies t~o slots. The standing 
Wave ratio deduced from these results, which includes the effect 
of imporf~ction in the distribution feeders, was 1.1:1 :or less over 
eaoh band;, it was subsequently found possible to improve this ratio 
~lightly by adjustment at the top of the main transmission line. 

4. Transmission Lines . . ... 

Fig.4 is a schematic diagram of the distributio~ fe~der 
sJTstem; it is symmetrical as reZards all 32 outlets, w:hicJ;:l are fed 
by similar routes •.. The characteristic impedance of the main 
,trnnsmission line is 51.,5 ohms, and. this is transformed: be.tween 
A and D to 25.7 ohms by a double quarter-wave tranl;lformer in order 
to match two 51.5' ohni transmission liU!3s in parallel at Bj an 
identical transformer precedes the junction C. In CD, 51.5 ohms 
is transformed to'17.5 ohms to match four 70 ohm transmission lines 
at D. . No further impedance transf'crmat'ion~akes place, the 70 ohm 
transmission line DE branching into two 140 ohm lines, atE. At 
F carrnection is made with the strip feeder supplying one slot. 
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The main transmission line is similar to the' lines. installed 
at Sutton Colcifield and need.not be described" here •.. The'principal 
difference is tn the metho'l of matching the' expansion joints, . 
adjustment being mad~ by means of a variable condenser, at an anchor
box one quarter:-wavelength from the 'joint. The total li:.1e length 
from the filter house to the junction with the distribution feeder 
system is .730t~ The input admittance was measured at i,he filter 
house with the transmission line terminated in. a matched load; the 
correspo~ding ~tanding wave ratio was deduced from the result • 

. The standincwave ratio is plotted in Fig.5 as curve A, and is shuwn 
to be less than 1.03:1 throughout the FM band; . the limit set by 
the specification was 1.05. Curve B shows the standing wave ratio 
with the aerial .connected anc1 acljusted for the upper band ; it will 
be observed that the original specifiqation has. been met, the 
increase in the permitted standing wave ratio from 1.10:1 to 1.12:1 
apparently proving unnecessary. ~his result. was, however, rather 
better than could .have beEm expected, be1rlg partly due ~o good 
fortune.' Measurements were not made at the filter house'with the 
aerial adjusted for the lower b8:nd,but from the measured perfonnance 
of the aerial and transmission line separately (Fig,2 and Fig.5 
Cqrve A) it can be'deduced that the standing wave ratio would not 
eiceedl.12:1. ." 

Lo.ss irtthe' main t~ansmission line wa~ determined from . 
admittance measurements at the filter house with the uppere.nd 
open-circui teo,; the mean value for the FM. b:md was. 0.64- db for 
730 feet; equiw.lent· to 0.087 db per 100'. 'This was less than one 
half of thEl maximum :a.ttenuation permitted by the. specification, 

. namely '0.20' db/lOO I. "In spite of the low attenuation·.i t was found 
that,wi th both transmitters working, "overheati~G occurred at 
anchor boxes and angle boXes. This was attributed by the ' 
contractor to the fact that tapered parts of the inner (j·.;nc1uctor 
were made from 'brass instead of coppex:-; ~'h~se we~e accordingly 
repfac~d by copper pla~ed parts in certain ~qses • 

• , j " " " • ,d " . ' , 
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6. The Combininr; Filter 

The'filter isoo~t~oted from standard 5" outer, diameter 
feeder.partf;"l, and is '~f comientional design. 

'"Between each inp~t and ,the common output there are two sets 
of stuhsspaced one quarter~wavelength apart. Each set comprises 
tvm' stubs' in parallel; one of these presents a short circuit at 
the stop' .frequency and the combination an open circuit at the pass 
frequency. Thus each set of stubs pr\3vents interaction between 
tq.e 'transmitters but dOeS not'impede the 'transfer ef energy from 
~ither transmitter to the aerial. ' 

, Two sets ot: s:tubs, spaced one quro.-ter-wavelength,are provided 
in or~er to minimise changes in the load impedance presented to the 
tran~ tter over the work.ing frequency band, '. 

, ' 

, The 'filter can ,be ~J~passed in ca$e offailurc, bu~ only one 
transmi tter can 'then be connected. to the aerial. ' 

" • I ' ' ' 

. , The measurec insertion loss between transmitters was at least 
. 60 'db over a band, of .± 100 kc/s relative to the appropriate carrier 

, frequency. The insertion loss in the pass bands was 0.12 db at the 
. AM carrier fl~equency and 0.26 db at the FM carrier frequency; the 
loss in the latter case varied from 0.2 db to 0.32 db over a band ... 
of .± 100 kC/s relative to the carrie;r:- frequency. . • 

: ." '..' . 

Tnt? st~ndin[l w~ve ratio at either input, with the cOIl1Illon 
output'torminated i11;a matched load, doe~ not e:x;ceed, 1.04 over a 
band of .±. 100 'kc/si ;rela,tive to th~ appropriat,e 'carri,er frequency, 

i. overall' Gain of Aerial System 

, ' Mell:suremEmts made wi th a'sma11~calemodel of 'a single stack 
of the aerial (4 siots )'iridicate~ that the mean gain of the entire 
aerial in 0-11 'horizontal directions would be 9.5 db i.oVer 'a half
wave dipo~G, assuming a »erfect feeder system (see Research Report 
No.E034, Serial No.1948/l9). The deviation from the mean gain in 
different horizontal directions is approximately .:t. 0.5 db. 
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The gain is estimated to be reduced by 0.5 db due to the fact that 
the amplitudes and phases of the slot driving voltages will not be 
precisely equal, and by a further 0.2 db due to loss in the 
distribution feeder systerr. 

The loss in the main transmission line, including the short 
sections betvveen the transmitters and the filter, is 0.7 db. There 
is a further loss of 0.3 db in the filter at the Ft! carrier 
frequency, 91.4 Mc/s j and 0.1 db at the AM carrier frequency, 
93:8 Mc/s t ' , . 

The effective mean gain of the aerial, compared with a half
wave dipole fed from a 1oss1ess transmission .1ine and filter, is 
therefore as follows: 

FM, 91.4- Mc/s, 
AM, 93.8 Mc/s, 

~ Conclusion. 

7.8 db 
8.0 db 

The station commenced a scheduled exper±ffiental programme of. 
transmissions from bot~ transmitters simultaneously on 17th JUly, 
1950. The performance of the aerial has been satisfactory, and an 
interim report on the FM/AM comparison tests has been issued 
(A032, Serial No. 1950/30 ). '. I 

The specification of the standine wave ratio to be not 
greater than 1,1:1 was stringent, and was met only by the out~ 
standins work of the contractor's engineers who carried out the 
installation and adjustment at Wrotham. Should further FM stations 
be required, it is proposed to consider some relaxation of the 
maximum standing wave ratio, with a view to covering the whole of 
the FM band with one s'etting of the slot controls, and rendering 
the adjustments less critical. 

DS. 
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